Corrections

Procedural Coding and Reimbursement, 2019

AHIMA Product # AC201319

Chapter 2 test, #5, please change Option C to read 33514-P2 and Option D to read 33514-P4. The key does not change. It remains D.

Chapter 4, Documentation Check-up 4.10, page 201-202, the answer key should read, “the code description for 69641 states “Tympanoplasty with mastoidectomy (including canalpasty, atticotomy and/or middle ear surgery), initial or revision; without ossicular chain reconstruction.” The middle ear surgery is included in the code.

Chapter 5, Exercise 5.1, #8 please make the answer key read 75710-LT.

Chapter 5, Exercise 5.1, #10 has the answer key stated as 77605 in the full answer key but the Instructor Manual has it incorrectly listed as 77600.

Instructor Manual, page 166 of 181 should have 5.1, #10 be 77605.